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 Function & Advantages 

- Automatically identify and check all windows 

(or any window in it) is not locked (up glass) 

when the driver door lock with remote control 

(or key lock by fast action) and the automatic 

window is lock 

- When lock the door by remote control, this 

system will be automatically check the window 

and lock it automatically, no need driver moved 

to the car. 

 - Self-recognition system in the glass door is in 

the process of raising obstacles to break the 

safety glass for use in children, the elderly are not 

clamping your hands, protecting the door motors 

and electrical systems car. 

 - System active even polite glass lock switch 

(Courtesy) is in the ON position 

- The system will not activate when the driver is 

driving on the roads. 

 Overview 

SARAI is an abbreviation of an accessory 

electronic device to do intelligent glass window 

system in new cars. Products studied and made 

by DTDAuto Technology Team of Vietnam.

 Application 

Apply on most of the car with electrical control 
glass door

 Why should you use this device 

- In fact, after leaving the car (especially when it 

gets dark about parking outside the grounds), the 

driver locked the doors are difficult to observe 

(or forget) whether the windows have already 

closed or not, thus, locking door will no longer 

be valid, unsafe vehicles and equipment inside.  

- If locking the door by remote car door lock it is 

unable to lift the glass to lock 

- Moreover, when detecting the window does not 

close from a far distance, driver must move to 

close window, turn on ignition key and closed the 

window so very inconvenient. 

- Other way, the windows are being close, if the 

hands of children, elderly people or obstacles that 

are caught-up on the glass slide are not safe for 

everyone a broken or jammed, the motor fires... 

With SARAI, all above problems will be 

resolved on the intelligent, fully automated 

and secure feeling for everyone. 

 Basic technical specifications    

- Installation inside the driver door 
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- Compact, industrial design, convenient 

installation  

- Microcontroller technology, reliable operation, 

energy saving 

 - Installation guide clearly, details 

 - The system is designed research absolute 

accuracy, safety and durability does not affect 

other systems on the cars 

 - Warranty is 1 year for technical.  

 Component 

- Electronic controller box 

- Connectors 

 - Plastic lash 

 - Safe wire cover by burning 

 - Guide Book 

 - Tape stuck  

- Appropriated Size: 140 x 80 x 35 

- Weight: 500g 

 - Current consumption: 5mA to 10mA 

- Work Environment: Dry, no water and 

temperature under 70 ° C 

- Installation Time to complete: 30 to 40 minutes 

a car  
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